
Visit by Institution of Municipal Engineers to
Site of Road Diversion & New Bridge at

Canderside near Stonehouse, Route Ao71o

on Thursdayc, 10th June, 1965°

The location of the Works is on the East & West Highway A<>71
commencing 300 yards West of the roundabout at Canderside Toll and
diverting to the North-West of the existing road for a distance of
approximately 1200 yards to rejoin the existing road just East of
Stonehouse0 The new bridge crosses at an approximate height of
80 ft0 above the Cander Water and is situated 150 yards downstream
from the existing masonry three span arch bridge constructed by
Thomas Telford in 18210

This improvement scheme has been undertaken due to the sub
standard vertical and horizontal alignment conditions of the road
in general and of the bridge approaches in particular Also the
narrow deck width of the existing bridge, which accommodates two
minimum carriageway lanes with no provision for pedestrians, presents
an accident hazardo In addition, difficulties have been encountered
in recent years in maintaining the stability of 100 yards of road
embankment on the North approach to the bridge,.

In the initial planning stages three road lines and bridge
sites were considered*, and for this investigation work the services
of a Mineral Consultant and Mining Engineer proved invaluable in
finally locating a satisfactory route and bridge site? near to the
line of a demolished railway viaducts which is free of faulting and
has limited areas of shallow mineral workingso Consequently a
considerable amount of site preparation and clearance has been
required involving the consolidation of a 2 ft. deep Virtuewell coal
seam in two areas under the bridgeworks? together with excavation
through the old railway viaduct foundations and the removal of
demolished masonry,,

The roadworks consist of a 24 80" carriageway 8°-0" verge and
8'-0" footpath throughout the length of the diversion*, but an allowance
has been made in the earthworks on the Canderside Toll side of the

bridge for a widening of the carriageway to 333-0" width,, with an
additional 9°=6" verge between the footpath? when warranted by traffic
conditions,,

On the Stonehouse side? the road and earthworks have been kept
to a minimum to take the 243=0" carriageway only plus verge and
footpatho The future proposal being to realign from the new bridge
and construct a 33?~0" carriageway to by-pass Stonehouse on the line
of the disused railway*.

The bridge is 325 '-011 long overall„ The decking? of 10 No, -
32'=6" long simply supported spans, is of composite slab construction
with 24 NOo PoCDoGo prestressed beams, of three types, in each span
and has an in^situ service duct under the footpatho These spans
will be linked for longitudinal thrust and expansion into two groups
of 5 Noo spans and at the semi-fixed supports, the spans are carried
on strip rubber bearings which with dowel bars and rubber caps will
form a thrust connection between these supports and the decking
concrete,, At each bankseat and at the central decking support?
individual composite metal and rubber bonded expansion bearings will
be used under each beam., It is also proposed to use a recently
developed rubber expansion joint strip in the road surface over each
expansion jointo

The reinforced concrete substructure consists of terminal bank
seats and a series of two hinged portal supports forming two and
three/
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